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ABOUT THE
CAMPUS
The college entitles to have a
strict and organized structure in
terms of attendance, academics
going hand in hand.
Tranquility is a state of being free from agitation of mind
and spirit, free from disturbance or turmoil; it is a sense
of peace and contentment. Tranquility does not mean
to be in a place where there is no noise, trouble or hard
work but to be in the midst of all those things and still be
calm in your heart. For a Christite, tranquility is not just
the protective familiarity of the college campus or the
juxtaposition of decades of traditions with 21 st century
modernism. CHRIST allows the time and opportunity to
grow and develop into a worthy individual. The campus
surrounded by the green beds of hill tops, makes the
environment much soothing to live in. CHRIST University,
Lavasa gives the opportunity in each respective field such
as sports, dance, music, fests, theatre, MUNs and moot
court challenges. The basketball and football court add
icing to the cake for extra-curricular activities.
The faculty of the campus are helpful at any given point
of time. The students from across the country wish to
put in their best efforts to be recognized as all together
a different and confident human being. The systematic
approach to towards all the errands as well are well looked
upon at. The college entitles to have a strict and organized
structure in terms of attendance, academics going hand
in hand. All together CHRIST offers a new family for each
individual when they graduate. The world may be a
whirlpool of chaos and strife but the institution continues
to remain as the eye of the storm.
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Acknowledgment

The Realm

It takes a village, a solid team to do something of this scale. People who understand the process,
people who know the process and people who approve of the process need to be consulted
and progress is made. The First Edition of The Realm marks new beginnings in every way for the
Department of Commerce and Management of CHRIST (deemed to be University) Lavasa.
The editorial board acknowledges the guidance and motivation given by our Director and Dean
Dr. Fr Jossy George. A magazine cannot be worth its material without sustenance and throughout
the process of formation our Academic Coordinator, Dr. Fr. Arun Anthony has provided us with
sustenance, for which the editorial board is grateful. The editorial board also acknowledges the
department head, Ms. Shubhashree Acharya for her support and mentorship that has fuelled each
and every writer to be their best. The coordinator for the entire project Ms. Briji Jose has been
guiding light for us all, words fall short to express our gratitude. A team that is dedicated enough to
work through rain storms and pandemics is proud to present the first edition of The Realm.
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An Ode to

New
Beginnings
A normal magazine has a forward that gives the readers an idea of
what they should expect within the pages ahead. A normal magazine
has an experienced editorial board with articles after articles to edit.
Note: This is not a normal magazine, its the first Edition! It happens very
rarely, its a once in a lifetime experience that only a handful students
get to be part of, the batch of 2019-2021 was the first batch to walk the
halls of Christ(deemed to be University) Lavasa. And that experience is a
class apart. Everything we touched or saw was never touched or seen by
anyone before, we were the first ones!
Now this magical experience comes with its own set of challenges. We
are expected to set everything up, we need to start legacies and small
college stories that will be carried forward by our juniors. We were
expected to do and fend for ourselves! And as dramatic as it sounds,
we are grateful for the experience because we didn’t do it all alone
we had wonderful professors and management team that guided us
along the way and moulded us into “college students”
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What we are trying to say is all the articles,
reports and content that lie ahead are an
Ode To New Beginnings they are raw, true
and our best efforts. To many more Realms!
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DIRECTOR‘S
ADDRESS

Dr. Fr. Jossy George
Director & Dean
CHRIST (Deemed to be University)
Pune Lavasa Campus

I am highly impressed by the initiative put forth by the Department of Commerce
and Management to incorporate the culture of CHRIST (Deemed to be University),
Lavasa in their annual magazine, The Realm. The Realm becomes an ideal platform
for the fervent learners of our university to display skills varying from critical
thinking to exceptional ingenuity. It gives me immense pleasure to congratulate
the entire team for this commendable initiative.
Being The Hub of Analytics, CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Lavasa is moving
ahead with pride and dignity. The year saw tremendous progress in both academic
and pragmatic spheres. Like every year, this year also the most important objective,
unfailingly, remained to incorporate a diversity of experiences in order to create
a community of learners with special focus on social and personal growth. It was
a year of setting and reaching goals in keeping with the vision and core values of
the University. The kaleidoscope view offered a holistic approach to education
which was not limited to the classroom. Various visits, interdisciplinary activities,
conferences and workshops were conducted which placed a distinctive emphasis
on some new methodologies in teaching, especially case study analysis etc.
I hope this endeavour will continue to grow and inspire students to discover
pristine aspects of learning.
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ACADEMIC
COORDINATOR ‘S
ADDRESS

Dr. (Fr.) Arun Antony
Academic Coordinator’s
CHRIST (Deemed to be University)
Pune Lavasa Campus

Education serves as a purposeful opportunity for the integral development of
a person. In the context of a higher education institution, the development is
attained when one participates in the manifold learning experiences one go
through. It is a great initiative by the department of commerce and management
in capturing the unique learning moments through a magazine. In a world
powered by data and information, this attempt to express experiences students
go through in a digital form is a relevant and praiseworthy. It would help the
department constantly raise the standard in relation to the past performances.
My hearty congratulations to the team who worked behind under the leadership
of the Head of the department and the coordinator.
The name of the magazine ‘Realm’ means kingdom. I consider it as highly
symbolic as a space where individuals are given opportunities to flourish. Just
as the great kingdoms of the past attribute its success through the thriving of its
citizens, the department ceaselessly attempts to create meaningful opportunities
for its members to flourish and thrive. I wish the team success in all its endeavours
for the benefit of students and their holistic growth to positively respond to the
changing times. May the vision of the University Excellence and Service guide this
creative effort to grow from strength to strength and see different editions in the
coming semesters and years! All the best!
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HEAD OF THE
DEPARTMENT’S
ADDRESS
College life especially as an Undergraduate is an endearing journey.
In this journey of learning one must also create memories which have
to be cherished. The Department of Commerce and Management is
striving to build an ecosystem which is a semblance of academic rigour
and learning with extra-curricular experiences. It gives me immense
happiness and pride to say that our students have started to emulate
the vision of the Department from the first year of inception itself.
From participating and winning in business competitions to organizing
and hosting National level programmes, they are leaving their mark in
whatever they aspire to achieve.
Realm, our Department’s magazine is yet another feather in the cap.
Realm offers every student to realize their creative dimension. The
Realm is not just a magazine with glossy paper. I believe that Realm is a
beautiful canvas; each canvass filled with glimpses of events, vibrant and
impactful writings. I congratulate the entire team of Realm for capturing
the entire year’s journey in capsules of energy. I also wish to thank Prof.
Vijay Kumar for envisioning the magazine. May there be many more
editions of Realm and let the Christite spirit soar high.
Regards,

Ms. Shubhashree Acharya
Head of the Department

PROGRAMME
COORDINATOR’S
ADDRESS
“Everybody is talented because everybody who is human has something
to express.”- Brenda Ueland
The Department of Commerce and Management has always gone an
extra mile to stimulate the minds of students that lets them express their
ideas in diverse domains. I believe everybody finds it a need to express,
everybody has a lot to say but finding the means to express their thoughts
and ideas become half the battle. As change seeking youth of the country,
our students look out for every opportunity for their voices to be heard in
the public domain. The Realm is a petite attempt for giving our students
a platform to express their philosophies, opinions and dreams of crafting
a better world to live in. The Department’s magazine is also a completely
student driven initiative giving them the freedom to make responsible
choices of what content goes into the magazine and how it needs to be
communicated to the readers from design to editing.
The magazine also becomes a venue for recounting the past achievements
of the academic year at the Department and University level, setting
benchmarks for us to push further. Credits for the entire magazine goes
to the editorial board of students whose tireless endeavor has given
birth to this creative entity. The Realm hopes to achieve distinctive levels
of heights in the coming years by dipping its feet into multidisciplinary
questions and seeking answers to them.
Regards,

Ms. Briji Jose
Programme Coordinator
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Fests

Events
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE
APPLICATION OF ANALYTICS ON BUSINESS RE-ENGINEERING

6-7 MARCH
2020
The theme of this conference was to acknowledge the rapid
increase in the implementation of analytics while making
business strategies. Every day, data is being processed in
huge volumes and it is only increasing every day. Analytics
is a very crucial tool to not only process this data but to
help make better decisions and ideas to guide us in the
future. With technology evolving in leaps and bounds, it
is very crucial for organizations to analyse every data they
gain for their success to keep up with this dynamic society.
Today, any field of business needs analytics to grow. HR
analytics. For example, helps create employee structures
and models for maximum productivity and a conducive
work environment, and this is just one of its aspects.
Marketing Analysis helps create elaborate strategies by
using marketing mix optimization and price analysis. This
is the idea which this conference intends to promote,
and to help people understand how vast and interesting
business analytics is.
The first day saw a very engaging panel discussion titled
‘Analytics Landscape – 2025’ where experts of various
industries spoke about the various dimensions of analytics.
It was interesting to see the significance of data and how
big a difference it makes in the market.
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The audience were amazed by the implementation of
data by leading organizations like Google and Reliance.
The importance of data was also emphasized, as shown
with the example of the airline industry. The discussion
saw the audience having a broader understanding of the
significance of data and the entry barriers in market.
Later in the day, a workshop on R language was conducted
by Dr Dinesh Babu, where he spoke about business
analytics and taught the importance of R language in the
same. The students then went on to learn the basics which
helped them to create a more analytical and applicationbased mindset on analytics. It was a very fruitful session as
students thoroughly enjoyed the session.
The research paper presentations, starting on the second
day, had six tracks comprising of Marketing, Finance,
Human Resources and Data Science. There was a separate
track for online presentations to take place via skype.

The papers presented were really insightful and detail
oriented. While the Marketing track saw presentations
ranging from product efficiency in industries to price
analysis and also exploring the concept of value creation,
finance tracks explored the effectiveness of the financial
structures of various industries and delved into stock
market and educational institutions. Data science track was
witness to role of neuro trajectories and data engineering
in different industries and how it helps to make decisions.
In Human Resources topics like the rise of social media in
data analysis, how the use of MICMAC analysis helps in
recruiting.
The conference saw about 49 papers being papers being
presented which have been selected by Publishers ‘The
Place Name Society of India’,’Shodh Sanchar Educational
Research Foundation’ and ‘Scopus’ in their journals ‘Studies
in Indian Place Name’, ‘Shodh Sanchar Bulletin’ and ‘Journal
of XI’AN University of Architecture and Technology’.

THE REALM 2020 - COLLEGE MAGAZINE CHRIST Deemed to be University, Pune Lavasa Campus
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CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Lavasa has organized
its first Inter Collegiate Sport Fest - CHRISPO from 14 th to
16 th February 2020. The inaugural ceremony commenced
under the watchful guidance of Academic Coordinator, Dr
Fr Arun Antony. The entire Christ fraternity assembled to
witness the opening ceremony. Nearly 200 participants
from variousschools and colleges, 36 teams and 50
matches is an impressive score to start a tournament
wherein the players will compete with each other to clinch
the coveted trophy in basketball, football and badminton.
The teams had primarily come from Pune and Bengaluru.
Sports are where the mind and skill are in perfect
coordination. It is a rhythm in its own sense. This fest
celebrated that spirit and as teams prepared to fight it
out, the intensity promised to be contest worthy. And
no one was disappointed. The entire opening ceremony
was managed and coordinated by enthusiastic volunteers
of SWO team under the guidance of their teachers
and Prakash P, Sports Coordinator. The enthusiastic
participation was visible everywhere as students could be
seen guiding, helping and arranging for the event.

THE REALM 2020 - COLLEGE MAGAZINE CHRIST Deemed to be University, Pune Lavasa Campus
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The first event of the day was a football match between
CHRIST, Lavasa and CHRIST, Bengaluru. The live action was
witnessed by enthusiastic spectators as the teams played
with great zeal. One could catch a glimpse of defence
techniques which were visibly taught by the coaches. The
students are eagerly looking forward to the matches in
the days to come. The basketball court was not far behind.
Every second was exciting as teams prepared strategies
to maximize their scoring effort and be in the lead. The
badminton matches saw some intense exchanges and
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the smashes were nothing less than iconic. The speed
and accuracy of these shots were a treat to watch for the
audience. Over the period of three days, there was a mad
display of skills, strategy, tactics, spectacular shots, amazing
victories and close matches which kept everyone on their
toes. No one was ready to give up that easily and fought
till the last minute. It is said that effort and determination
is the true contributor to victory. The matches were played
in the true spirit as they practiced discipline, right attitude,
control and true sportsmanship spirit on and off the field.
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CRESCEDENT

Sports is that theme which binds millions of people around
the world. It requires hard work, dedication, and a hunger
to achieve. It teaches us to be humble, stay grounded but
aim for the sky. It is a stress buster, but can also be nail
biting. It teaches patience, and the struggle that comes
with it. It teaches us to respect and be respected.
To uphold and celebrate this spirit, Christ (Deemed to
be) University, Lavasa organized Crescedent, the annual
intra – college athletics meet on January 17 th and 18 th
under the guidance of Academic Coordinator, Dr. Fr. Arun
Antony and sports coordinator, Mr. Prakash. Director &
Dean Dr. Fr. Jossy George called the present batch of 2019

very lucky since they have inaugurated most of the events
including the sports meet of CHRIST Lavasa Campus
on a new ground. He applauded the untiring efforts of
sports teacher, Mr. Prakash in ensuring a fair play. Fr. Jossy
inspired them to develop a true sportsmanship spirit and
remember that they are lifelong learners and must always
play with enthusiasm.
The students were sorted into 8 houses and preparations
leading to the event were in full swing. You could sense the
buzz among the students as everyone was eager to win for
their houses. The event was inaugurated with the release
of multi coloured balloons.
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“ ONE MAN PRACTICING SPORTS MANSHIP IS FAR
BETTER THAN HUNDRED TEACHING IT ”
- KNUTEROCKNE

The Chief Guest on this occasion was Sanchit Roy
Choudhury from the first Batch of 2014. He was pleased to
be on the campus and recalled the journey of the college
since its inception. He felt as if a heartfelt prayer has
been answered when he recalled the journey from 2014
to present. After a cheerful and energetic inauguration
ceremony, it was time for the showdown. As each
participant lined up on the track, they all had one thing
in common. The hunger to win that coveted medal for
their house. And indeed, over the next two days, everyone
witnessed a spectacular display of speed and strength, not
to mention grit and determination. As time progressed,
the events were only getting more competitive.

14
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CRESCEDENT

But hey! We are not done there. Races and events were
also organized for the teachers and the support staff
which kept everyone entertained and involved in the
meet. The students enjoyed watching their professors in
action and the cheers were heard all across the campus!
With the students divided into houses, all the participants
learnt important lessons of teamwork and sportsmanship
in their quest to win the title. The winners were awarded in
the closing ceremony, which also saw the Red house take
the top honours , followed by the Grey house and the Blue
house.
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“ ”
The beauty of the
world lies in the
diversity of it’s people

ETHNIC DAY AND
BHASHA UTSAV

NOVEMBER'19
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Graceful saris and dapper looking kurtas followed by
mesmerising performances and a cultural journey
like no other. With the scenic view of the hills and the
breeze carrying the soulful essence of the Mool Mantra
being sung the stage was set.
As the students entered the campus in a procession led
by dhols and other Indian instruments, they gathered
around and let the cultures of this beautifully diverse
country soak in. They soaked in unity, they soaked in
brotherhood and they soaked in a togetherness unique
to such a scenic environment.

The winners were picked and stories were told. Each
student as unique as the next. Beats of the sound
system seemed to be eloping everyone as the chairs
were cleared and room for the DJ was made. Old
melodies followed by classics and millennial rush
seemed to be the playlist right for everyone. The joyous
occasion ended on a musical note, leaving everyone a
little closer than before.
Much more than cultures were celebrated, the oneness
and brotherhood amongst them seem to be the point
of celebration that night.

The first line up for the day were folk and native
performances from each state. Ranging from heritages
of the eastern side and meeting the joyfulness of the
mid and west, we were taken to the calming sweeps of
the north and south. As the audience sat mesmerised
with these performances, the next line up was a fashion
show. Not any fashion show but the walk of each
elegantly dressed participant reflected the beauty of
their culture and showed the audience a peep into
the fashion of each state. Poetries were read out in
multiple languages and our guest of honour Ms Seema
Biswas delivered a beautiful and eloquent speech on
the importance of one’s culture and how it reflects in
one’s identity.
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Magnificat
2019

“

I smell snow and the
season of joys
and happiness!”
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There is something about Christmas that just makes our heart
happy, soul at peace and minds so serene it would put nature to
shame. Before breaking for Christmas holidays, Christ (Deemed to be
university) Lavasa saw its first ever Christmas celebration: Magnificat
2019.The enthusiasm had hurdled up months ago as the Christmas
tree was decorated and choir singers warmed up before practise.
Carols and bells filled the corridors with a sound peasant to the ear
and everything seemed a little better.
The day was a perfect one, with a cool breeze sitting over every
eyelash and seeming interested students draping final touches to
their class presentation for the hoopla. The line up was ready, first
came the Christmas scene competition. This competition saw each
class from every department dress up and put on a scene which they
thought represented the true Christmas spirit. Music and Christmas
are like bread and butter, each slightly better with the other. As our
college band performed the melodies of spirits it set the stage for the
guest band to come an enthral the audience with their set. Beautiful
words, wonderful words and words of joy were played. Carols found
their way again and everyone was dazzled. The techno world and the
flashy lights found their way to Santa and we saw for the first time ever
a Mr. Clause in his popping lights look. The event was magnificent
and left each on looker a believer. In the very end Lights did guide us
and seemingly brought us back home.
19

INSPIRA‘
20
INSPIRA‘ 20

The day had finally arrived. After months of sleepless nights,
shaping and reshaping events and a fiery determination
to succeed, INSPIRA ’20 was finally in motion. Around
twelve colleges locked horns to ascend to the top, and the
competitive spirit was in full display in all the events.While
creativity and deep layered thinking was tested in
‘”The Merchants of Mercado”, the first round of “The
Corporate Connoisseur” made the participants think
on their feet and give near flawless presentations at the
same time, and this was just the beginning. Rounds in
the “The Emerging Entrepreneurs” were designed to force
the participants to think out of the box and make their
presentations as lively and creative as possible. They had to
rethink all their strategies and had to withstand immense
pressure in damage control situations.

Every participant’s skill and knowledge about the financial
markets was heavily tested in “The Sellers of Scorse”.
Participants were made to research extensively to pitch
the perfect investment portfolio for their assigned
personality. Challenging interviews formed the crux of
“The Champs and Change Agents” as participants had to
present themselves the most creative way possible while
answering stressful questions.
The teams were sent out on a manhunt to figure out
the behavior and attitude of the crowd and participants
assigned. Theyfelt these rounds really enjoyable and also a
proper test of their abilities.
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The second day started where the first day left off, coupled
with hectic and engaging overnight tasks which kept all
the participants on their toes and raring to go. The events
started as early as six in the morning, where the teams
of “The Champs and Change Agents” were sent to find
clues around the campus while answering about Human
Resources.
The subsequent rounds in this event focused on the
practical approach of the participants as they were tested
on the aspects of staffing and stress interviews.
“The Merchants of Mercado” tested the resourcefulness
of every team along with understanding their sense
of awareness in terms of the market and technological
advancements.
20

INSPIRA‘ 20

“The Corporate Connoisseur” saw participants being
tested on their critical thinking and the rounds were
designed to understand their ability to withstand pressure
and answer gruelling questions, while winning over the
audience, a quality which the best of managers possesses.
Crisis handling was a an importantquality everyone
needed to have to succeed.“The Sellers of Scorse” was a
high octane event, where teams had to research and give
their opinions on mergers by calculating and showing
various numerical facts to support their thoughts.
“The Emerging Entrepreneurs” tested the moral sense
of the teams when they had to prepare presentations
to help a social cause. This was followed by entertaining
performances of the teams who had to theatrically present
their models, which were a part of their previous day
tasks. It was amazing to see how in a short span of time
how all the teams created and scripted skits to show their
products in the most effective and creative manner. With
an interactive audience and really active participants, “The
Quiztal Maze” was a very entertaining and high octane
event as everyone were treated with thought provoking
questions, tension and surprising answers !
After a series of events which tested every quality and skill
of every participant, an entertaining yet a very informative
valedictory ceremony was what everyone needed.
Speeches by Rev. Fr. Jossy, Rev. Fr. Arun and the Dean
of Christ (Deemed to be University), Bengaluru helped
students understand the value of such intercollegiate
fests not only for colleges but for every student which if
not yet, would have definitely ignited a spark in students
to participate in these . Dance performances and Music
performance by the university band “Dhuaan” kept the
audience enthralled and at the same time, made them
eager for the results. The effort put in by Prof. Vijaykumar
and his organizing team was so impressive and truly
inspiring and it has truly created a high bar of standard for
the future students of Christ (Deemed to be University),
Lavasa to follow.
THE REALM 2020 - COLLEGE MAGAZINE CHRIST Deemed to be University, Pune Lavasa Campus
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DARPAN
19
20

Darpan has been a tradition since the very beginning of the University. It’s a
tradition that students from various departments find themselves being part
of and competing amongst one another in events ranging from Literary, Art,
Theatre, Music and Dance. Signing up, forming teams and prepping all took
place in the weeks preceding Darpan. Traditions like Darpan fill the college
with an aura of enthusiasm and competitive spirit, all that was unleashed at
the inauguration where students partook in various forms of acts that showed
a grand gesture. Flash mobs lead the band into melodious covers and finally
Darpan’19 was inaugurated with a spectacular drum fill and ribbon cutting.
THE REALM 2020 - COLLEGE MAGAZINE CHRIST Deemed to be University, Pune Lavasa Campus
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DARPAN
19

Throughout the weeks that followed we saw students compete in the various
events. Below are a few glimpses of what happened throughthe various events:

20

Literature

Theatre

“All we have to decide is what to do with the time given
to us.” ~ JRR Tolkien

Theatre, as we know, opens up the horizons of reality
and makes us fantasize the world we truly want to live
in. So, without a doubt, street theatre and mime were
one of the most anticipated events of Darpan. And
the expectations were, in all true sense, exceeded in a
grand fashion. The mode in which various teams threw
light on topics was only met with awe and thunderous
applause by the onlookers. The vibe was so electric that
you could feel the energy through each and every one
present.

Literary events were the first set of events to kick off
in Darpan. And it truly spanned out to be an array of
emotions. Even though the events were a task cut out
for all the participants, no one seemed to be in a mood
to back down. While speech clarity was tested under
pressure in JAM (Just A Minute), wit and humour were
put under the scanner in Air Crash. The debate, which
were heated as their nature defines, brought out the
best orator of everyone.
Art
The art events were a festival that captured the various
dimensions of colours and creativity. The works were
so full of life that makes us wonder to what extent the
human mind can imagine and presented on paper. The
masks made, posters painted, Rangolis designed and
cartoons doodled, told us one thing in essence – the
most beautiful thing in this world is a creative mind.

Music
Music gives soul to the Universe, wings to the mind,
flight to the imagination and life to everything. The
essence of these lines was justified by the melody in the
voices of our Christites.
It was a medium to sooth the minds of everyone and
give them a sense of peace. It was evident from the
performances that the songs came straight from the
heart. The instruments, which are generally used only
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to give base to the song, created a vibe of serenity and
comfort amongst all of us. Along with these soulful
experiences, the audience were witness to a healthy
yet fiery competitive spirit displayed by every single
performer onstage.
Dance
Great dances are not great because of their techniques,
they are great because of their passion. This passion
was seen in abundance as the students displayed
moves of technique and skill in solo as well as group
performances. Every dance form and culture were
represented. The judges had a tough time crowning
one performance the best. All in all, it was an event
the brought everyone on their feet and ended with a
celebratory dance in which the audience as well as the
judges joined in!
In the spirit of new beginnings and setting traditions
Darpan turned out to be a pioneering one which has
set the tone and ambiance for many years to come.
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The Department of Commerce and Management
conducted its first inter-class business fest. IGNITE -2019
on 20th and 21st November 2019. 8 Teams battled it out
over a span of 2 days to win the coveted championship.
This fest was a also a finale to all the club events that took
place from the beginning of the year. The 8 teams were
Rhodes, Sparta, Delphi, Phoenix, Larissa, Histria, Athens
and Corinth. The event was inaugurated by Academic
Coordinator, Dr Fr Arun Antony.
In his inaugural address Fr Arun motivated the students
to give their best and reminded them that winning and
losing is not as important as taking part. He inspired them
to make use of the given platform and enhance their
leadership skills by competing in a healthy spirit.

IGNITE 2019

The contestants competed for the following events; Best
Manager, Best Management Team, Debate, HR, Finance,
Marketing, Business Plan and Business Quiz. The twoday event saw a lot of active participation of nearly 182
commerce and management students across multiple
verticals.The event was highly anticipated and the club
activities had given the students enough experience and
preparation to face the challenges.
The participants were facilitated by a large number of
post graduate management students who volunteered
to organize the fest. Despite regular classes management
students of CIML took out time and coordinated the event.
The campus was buzzing with nervous energy as the
participants took to the tasks. The tasks rightly assessed
their endurance, stress management skills while the focus
was on something very specific pertaining to the topic. The
events tested their knowledge acumen, communication
skills, leadership qualities and it was a perfect event
to explore, modify and enhance their professional and
personal potential.
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Dr Fr Jossy George, Director &amp; Dean, graced the
occasion and appreciated the coordination between
the students and teachers.He admired the organizers for
taking keen interest in the event and encouraging the
students to take active participation.
Father further congratulated the participants for their
whole-hearted participation and inspired the audience
to take part in future. He then gave away the winner and
runner up trophies to Delphi and Phoenix respectively.

Fr Arun’s aptly congratulated CMA and the organizing
team spearheaded by Dr Benny and expressed his
sincere appreciation. He found IGNITE – 2019 an igniting
experience and felt that it was heartening to see great
student engagement which everyone can emulate.
As a goodwill gesture Dr Benny Godwin expressed his
heartfelt gratitude and appreciated the positive influence
of young Management students on the undergraduate
students. He also congratulated them for their support
and generosity. He further added that their sheer
professionalism eventually won the Fathers; and faculty
members; confidence, juniors; respect, and above all it has
been successfully proved that they can be depended for
any event in future.
IGNITE - 2019 was successfully and efficiently coordinated
by Dr Benny Godwin, Assistant Professor Shubhashree
Acharya and Assistant Professor Amala Siby.
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IGNITE 2019

IGNITE 2019

Every event had intense competition where every
participating team were eager to win some points for
their team. This was also a great learning experience
for everyone involved, and that was justified by their
eagerness and desire to win. At the end of it, everyone was
exhausted by the night tasks and the highly competitive
setup they were a part of for the last two days but that did
not stop them from cheering on their teammates in the
finals of the Business Quiz and Best Manager, which took
place in the auditorium.
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Colours of
Competition with a hint of festivities came as a package
deal for Colours of India. A Christ (Deemed to be university)
Lavasa campus initiative, Colours of India is the flagship
event for colleges across India to come and showcase
their dance team’s best moves.
Spread across two days the event beholds a magnificent
ray of celebrations on the first day where Christ campuses
come together \and perform in a cultural fest.
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The night started off with Central Campus’ dance team
putting on an amazing show fir the crowd. The dance was
a beautiful stroke of technicality mixed with elegance, that
simply left the on lookers mesmerized. The next dazzling
performance was also brought to the audience by the
Central Campus.This set was a folklore brought to life with
a plethora of props. The audience was gripped with every
move and left in awe as each side of the story unveiled.
The performance to follow was by our very own campus’
dance team which presented a native dance to capture
the essence of daily life. Rhythmic moves and graceful lifts
were what encompassed the beautiful set. The curtains on
the first day were drawn with a theatrical production by
the students of Christ Lavasa. A suspense thriller about a
son turned bad was what each member of the audience
was left with at the end of the night.
The second day segued with the competition in Creaticity
Mall, Pune. Contenders from various colleges had
assembled to take home the cash prize and title of the best
dance team. The night was young and all present were
eager to see what each team had prepared. Graceful twirls
and soulful lifts followed by hip moves and youthful raves
were all that the night had to offer. The intercollegiate
fest’s logo was also unveiled during the night and found
keen participants instantly.
With a good friendly supper in place and memories to last
a life timebeen made Colour of India saw its end with the
colours still in the air!
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IS THE

YOUTH
SLEEPING,
OR ARE WE?

Baishali Gurung
BBA- B
Ellen Wilkinson had once said “Unemployment is bigger
than a political party. It is a national danger and a national
scandal.” Unemployment is at a very alarming state in
India; there are people who have necessary skills and
talents, dying to get hired but all their efforts are going in
vain because there are not enough jobs. The competition
in today’s world is increasing rapidly and everyone
wants to be the best at everything. India is home to a
creative generation which is frustrated and demotivated
because their work is not being given the appreciation it
rightly deserves. It’s because of this factor that poverty
and under-development have remained as the biggest
setbacks of our nation. There is a lot of growth in the
educational sector but due to the lack of technical and
vocational facilities, a large section of India’s manpower
is being wastefully diverted towards general education,
leading to a peculiar educated unemployment problem
in the country. Despite statistics showing the slow rise in
employment rates, reality tells a different story. We still
have cases of youngsters committing suicide because
despite all their efforts, they hardly manage to earn their
living and end up feeling worthless.

Unemployment reduces the long run growth potential of
an economy. There is loss of self-confidence, frustration,
and a negative approach towards every little thing when
there is loss of income.Being unemployed is a serious blow
to a person’s self-esteem, and his/her mental health may
deteriorate severely. Unemployment, apart from affecting
a person on an individual level, also damages his/her social
relations. Being unemployed causes tension at home;
people cannot meet their financial obligations on time
thus causing frustration among family members. India is
now home not only to a diverse group of people, but also
to a large numberof unemployed youth.

India is home to a creative generation
which is frustrated and demotivated
because their work is not being given
the appreciation it rightly deserves.

India is moving at a very fast rate of growth. Consequently,
employment too should be a part of the youth today.
We want our nation to reach heights, and education and
employment are the beginning steps to see that happen.
Youngsters should be given more opportunities. Like
someone had rightly said, “true charity is not giving bread
or money, but providing employment.”
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action
CINEMATIC
MATERIALISM
The purpose of a film is to entertain, to make money, to spread
awareness about something and to convey emotions to its
audience. The kind of movies which are solely produced to spread
a message are less in number but are nonetheless, powerful.
Many such message giving movies have a take on the way people
are materialistic, how people want more when they have what
they need and how that eventually leads to their downfall. There’s
Slumdog Millionaire (2008), an epitome of these kinds of films.
Salim, the protagonist’s brother, kills a gangster he was working
under to gain his territory and his wealth. He also betrays his
brother in several scenes for his hunger for more. We also have
The Platform (2019) that very accurately describes the modern
materialistic world. The movie shows a multi-storey (333 floors)
dystopian prison where two inmates each are kept in separate
floors and the residential floor of each inmate is shuffled every
month. Floor 0, which is the topmost floor, belongs to the pantry
where food is prepared for the entire prison. This food is placed
on an elevator-like platform and sent floor-wise, to each inmate.

Sanjit Mallik
BBA - A

Now, the element that depicts materialism here is that the lucky
inmates living on top floors eat more than they require; they are
metaphors of the rich and wealthy. The prisoners living down
below do not get their share of food and end up starving. Some of
them even go to an inhumane extent of practicing cannibalism.
Such movies de-facto, show the world and try to make them
realize how everything is turning out to be and also remind the
audience that there’s time to fix and rectify oneself. Sometimes,
people tend to subconsciously follow habits that, over time,
prove to be toxic for them. Squandering, gluttony, greed for
power are a few examples of such habits. Such a lifestyle may be
a source of happiness, but one forgets that this happiness is often
temporary. It comes and stays, but definitely goes.
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N
W
O
D
LOCK
Malaika Maini

BBA - A

Imagine being set free again, going to our favourite hang out spots. Imagine
leaving for work and being productive again. Imagine feeling pumped and
motivated, letting go of all the laziness we bred. The lockdown initiative taken
by the government is surely a great one but being quarantined has indeed
made our lives miserable. The daily routine has been restricted to chilling in
pyjamas all day, binge watching shows and hogging food. While some of us are
busy in bringing back the long lost artists, dancers, chefs, musicians, authors
in us, some of us just want to catch up with our friends, and Netflix and chill.
Extroverts are scratching their heads, waiting to move out of their places. The
same however, cannot be said about introverts, who seem to be having the
time of their lives!
The lockdown has taught us how to survive with the least of resources and
the way how life can be lived without glamour and flash. There's no rush to
wake up early, to get dressed to go to work, work hard and come back . Life
today has stopped and the time seems to be running slow. Not a soul on the
streets, no trains on the tracks, no vehicles on roads and no airplanes flying
around; absolutely nothing. Was this the life we were all dreaming of? We
wanted vacations, a day off from our work, leaves from school and excuses to
do nothing but when all of this is actually happening, we want to go back to
normal. We humans are never satisfied with what we have and what we want.
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Just like there are two sides to a coin, this lockdown proved to have a negative
effect on the society, as well. Pollution getting under control, the recovering
ozone layer, and the clean rivers, clearly show us that our motherland is healing.
Many daily wage workers, who are the only source of bread for their family, are
not getting paid and their families are left to starve. The medical facilities are
restricted to treating the virus patients, and many patients suffering from other
medical issues, including children, lost their lives.

When will life be seen on streets?
When will we see our dear ones ?
When will the slightest cough won't scare us?
Oh deadly virus ! When will you leave us?
The only way to fight this pandemic and get back to normal, is to stay at home
and find something to do. Sitting ideally can not only make you dumb but
unhealthy too. Read books, exercise, discover your talents and work on them.
This will help develop wisdom, skills and make you a better person, through
and through.
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FEMINISM
is not
Anti-Men

Our society has always been
patriarchal in nature. However,
many must realise that the fight is
not about bringing matriarchy into
existence; the fight is to bring about
an egalitarian society.

Tripti Suri
BBA - C

In the era of the third and fourth wave
of feminism, its definition has changed
drastically. The term ‘feminism’ means
gender equality and an effort to bring
women at par with men. Our society has
always been patriarchal in nature. However,
many must realise that the fight is not about
bringing matriarchy into existence; the fight
is to bring about an egalitarian society.
However, in recent years, the term ‘feminism’
has received a plethora of criticism. To a large
extent, the criticism proved to be necessary.
Feminism has turned out to be a movement
against men. Pseudo-feminism played its
role in shifting the blame of every atrocity
inflicted on them, both mental and physical,
on men.
False accusations have come up against men.
A very recent example is the locker room
episodeHowever, after several trials, the
High Court declared the man to be innocent.
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Unfortunately, by the time the court
declared him innocent, enough damage had
been done. and a woman named Jasleen
Kaur falsely accusing a man. She allegedly
filed a complaint against a man for sexually
harassing and molesting her.
The constitution of India states that it is a
‘man’ who rapes a woman and the opposite is
not possible. The statistics show us the darker
side of this story. Domestic violence against
men constitutes 40% of the cases in the USA.
The number in India is left to our imagination.
The point that must be highlighted is not
the fact that women do not suffer at all, but
that men go through their share of pain too.
We must not overlook their predicaments,
therwise we would, after hundred years,
need a movement to overpower women.
Let us all, as feminists, always strive to bring
equality and not disparity.
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GENERATION

AND ITS
IMPLICATIONS ON
WORKPLACE.

Shruthi Pedapati

BBA - A

Before jumping into the main course, let us first taste
the starters. Gen z today is specifically known for being
born at a time when the internet ran almost everything.
On that note, it would not come as a surprise that they
are the masters of ultra-connectivity. Although this gen
is highly data and internet-driven, they have a lot to
offer to companies today. They exhibit various traits that
companies of today simply cannot resist.

to companies where influencing clients can now be an
easy ride to progress and success. It is also studied that Gen
Zers work harder than in comparison to their predecessors
and this only means more productivity! Another asset
these genius analysts bring to companies is their value
system; they are known for their high levels of energy
and independence, and thus have the ability to motivate
people which makes them the dream workforce of every
company. It is also observed and confirmed by Dell’s
research that these Gen Zers believe in playing their part
in designing solutions to the problems they face. Research
has it that around 38% of Gen Zers prefer working for a
socially and environmentally responsible organization,
and 45% want to work for meaning and purpose, not mere
salaries.

So to begin with the main course, Gen Zers love having
face to face conversations and are known to be more
pragmatic and less demanding. This approach is a big plus

As much as these Gen Zers thrive in opportunities and
skills, they also have their areas of caution. It is observed
that Gen Zers tend to be more cynical when compared to

Generation Z, in other words, people born between
1995 and 2015, are the newest buddies who are slowly
entering the modern workplace of today. Coming of the
new gen means the arrival of new stereotypes, new work
preferences and their impact on the workforce. So, what
does this new entrant have in store for companies today?
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the previous generations and hence favour a more realistic
outlook, and do not share the idealism of their forerunners.
Not just that, around 25% of Gen Zers believe they should
stay in a job for only a year or less. Thus, company loyalty is
something we must work thoroughly on.
Finally, I would like to say that you and I, as a part of
generation Z, must realize that as much as we are loaded
with skills and opportunities, we must also never forget our
values and misuse our skills. We must strive to overrule our
cons by working on our pros. We must turn ourselves into
a wholesome package for the future that awaits us. Not
only that, we must help others in becoming the packages
they desire to become.
Most importantly we are all now a part of this new
generation that has risen, and communicating with us
is understanding that we are not just another millennial;
unlike the older generations, we clean up our mess
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MAGIC

REALISM

“If you can explain it, then it’s not magic realism.”

Vennela JuloorI

BBA - A

So what is magic realism, then? Magic realism is a genre
of art that is more of a trend than a practice. It refers to
literature at some point in which surreal, or dream - like
elements are injected into the tale which is otherwise
sensible, without breaking the flow of the narrative. Magicrealist texts normally feature the terrific factor at some stage
of the story in a manner that doesn’t distinguish between
sensible and non-sensible events and thus would not end
in a possibility inside the characters’ consciousnesses.
Giants and Angels are often found wandering among the
pages of novels that belong to this genre. It’s the essence
of magic— that anything is possible. Magic Realism is
the chimeric realm of mystical yet realistic literature. It
has incorporated itself into many presentday texts and
has near cousins within the literary style of the universe.

Magic realism is frequently discovered almost anywhere
the highquality and normal collide, stems from creative
roots and yet is found in several cutting-edge literary
works. It holds its own in opposition to myth and fiction
stereotypes. It brings a spark of life to the imagination that
in turn enlightens the reader on an entirely new level of
thinking. Magic realism is all about confusion within clarity,
and therefore can be considered the world of probability.
If you’re reading about dragons, the possibilities are that
you’re studying delusion.
However, if you’re reading Harry Potter and the world of
witches and wizards where magic isn’t evil and is in fact
everyday reality, you’re discovering the genre. Magic is
what makes the story unreal though not untrue. It gives
a surreally realistic view of life. Of course, magical things
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happen in both myth and reality. We technically can’t write
fiction in which strange things happen and call it magical
realism.
In this genre, the characters react to the mystic as if it’s
every day. To be more particular, magical realism is when
the world is set 95% normal and 5% magical, where the 5%
of magic is as natural as the normal elements. It holds the
readers in suspense and makes them think if such things
as magic exist. But when finished well, magic realism
convinces us of what we’ve always hoped- that magic
exists, that fantasies do come true. In conclusion, I’d like
to think of magic realism as the sensation and experience
of something unusual and mysterious, with limitless
potential for anything to happen in the skies, and for
anything unreal starting to take shape !
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Shubhankar

BBA - B

What’s going to happen next:
speculations and rumours about

20 /20
WORLD CUP
HELICOPTER SHOT

CAPTAIN COOL

The most successful captain, finisher and
wicketkeeper, all said, and very well said. MS Dhoni
has been on the forefront of Indian cricket for quite
sometime now. The legendary keeper batsman
is one of the very few captains to achieve such
phenomenal success at an international level. What
did the Indian legend not win? The 50 over world
cup, T20 world cup as well as the Champions
Trophy! He was the one who even took Team India
to the number 1 ranking in the test format. But as
the game goes on, so does the players’ age and
subsequently their form. Mahi would turn 39 this
year and many believe this might be the last year of
his international career. And the rumours are getting
stronger and stronger as Mahi hasn’t appeared in
any international game since the 2019 World Cup
semifinal game against the Kiwis.
Mahi was all set to return to competitive cricket when
IPL was scheduled to start from 29th March, 2020.
But as it is very well said, sometimes things don’t go
according to our plans. That’s what happened in the
case of Mahi, as his planned return to competitive
cricket was stopped by the outbreak of the deadly
virus.All sporting events across all disciplines were
cancelled and the IPL was postponed till any further
notice.

Also, the coronavirus threat is looming upon the
scheduled World T20, 2020 that was to be held in
Australia which supposedly was going to be Mahi’s
last world cup event in his illustrious career. Dhoni’s
fitness level isn’t a question at all, the Indian legend
is fit as ever; it is at par with that of young cricketers
even. The only concern is his form with the bat, which
has dipped a little over the years. That however,
cannot be the only factor affecting his selection. If
Mahi performs extremely well in the IPL, then the
doors are clearly open for him in the T20 World cup
team. However, if IPL stands cancelled this year and
the T20 World Cup goes on as scheduled, will the
Indian team management take the risk of including
Mahi in the team, taking into consideration that he
hasn’t played professional cricket for over a year
now? This is a question the team management has
to answer and answer fast as the T20 World Cup is
approaching. There is no doubt that MS Dhoni is
a legend of modern day cricket but has the time
come for him to bid farewell to the game or is
cricket still left in him? This is a question everybody
needs answers for, and MSD is the only one with an
answer, and despite that, speculations continue to
arise..

WORLD CUP
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In a Parallel

Universe
Tanya Sohal
BBA - C

What might have led to the evolution of this Parallel
Universe concept? The answer is the Big Bang Theory
which took place about 14 billion light years ago.
Scientists claim that the Big Bang took occurred with
a massive explosion giving out immense energy to
form our infinite universe. The particles thus formed
can surely not be the same but not necessarily entirely
different. Maybe, between another Earth-like planet
and Earth itself, there is a difference of a particle, or two
particles or maybe three, and on they go, forming an
infinite list of possibilities.

How nice would it be if I woke up one day as a mature,
successful, happy, satisfied person, aka my dream self?
Alas! I would have to wait a while for that.’ This thought
has probably crossed many of our minds and yet, in the
end, we reach no conclusion. What would your reaction
be, if I told you that it is certainly possible that somewhere
in this universe, there is another earth- like planet where
someone may be leading a life identical to the one on
earth? According to scientists, there is such a possibility
and this assumption is commonly known as parallel
universe, multi space or multiverse. In 1954, a young

Princeton University doctoral candidate named Hugh
Everett III came up with a radical idea; that there exist
parallel universes, exactly like our universe. Interestingly,
these universes are all related to ours. Species that
are extinct in our universe have evolved and adapted
in others. In those universes, we humans might have
become extinct. Some of these parallel universes exist
within the subspace, while others exist as completely
different quantum realities. We aren’t quite as technically
sound as to reach these places, since they are more than
14 billion light years far.
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The next question then arises - what is the proof that we
are original? We do not know the actual time in space,
which means that we cannot predict how original we
are. For all we know, we may be the ones living in a
PARALLEL UNIVERSE. Scientists and astrophysicists all
over the globe are trying to catch a glimpse of the earliest
radiation that represents the start of our universe.
Men may come and men may go. That should not hold
us back. We should at least be happy that we are one
of our kind in our solar system. Let us hope that our
duplicates may be living in our aspiring future or even
in past memories we tend to cherish. But for now, in this
‘battlefield’ called
36

Thoughts of

Ardour
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Money
Money isn’t everything ,
said by many ,
earned by some ,
invested by none .
Isn’t it Ironical ?

Years

Does not sleeping for days count as suicide?
Is not eating for days okay while I cried?
they ask me who I am
then turn my wrists and see where it all began

The one who needed , didn’t had money.
Some were being feeded in gold spoon ,
some had only a drop of honey.

I beat myself up for feeling
I’m so afraid of awfully falling
down in the black hole of self hatred
as it sucks me in
killing my complacency sacred

Some yearn for a million dollar smile,
some for a million dollar bike.
Some churned money like it is not that important,
some lived their life on installment.

my eyes talk to my reflection
across the room
“stop crying please?”, it asks a question
I do not understand, is she from Greece?

i wished money was distributed equally ,
or people must hardwork equally .
they say caste create difference ,
i Say money create difference

Through the darkness of this box
the mirror image talks
‘think about yourself thirty years from now,
See her smile at you, as she takes her vow
with her groom, she has a job
a life endearing, never crying without a sob’.

You always cry for money ,
I go and earn Money.
It can buy all luxury ,
Just try to earn money .
It will all be sunny,
when there will be enough money
Dont be fool by quotes
who says “Money cant buy happiness”
Go and Earn some money
Go and earn some money

A smile breaks on my face
Fixing more than just my disappointed heart
Let me crawl out of this box
Let me grow from thirty years from now.

Ujjawal Garg

BBA - A
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Vennela Juloori

BBA - C
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Beholder’s Beauty

The Lone Wolf
and the Moon

Once in my summer break,
I visited a hilly region,
The night lit with the breeze moon,
Where every scene seemed to be fake,
Because of virtual stipulation.
A mammoth mountain with its huge elevation,
Besmeared with ravishing flower,
Along with a pond reflection,
Like a mirror used to see one&#39;s figure.
Prevailing blossoms were so beautiful,
The daffodils were shining bright,
Reflecting picturesque beauty,
Really this was absolutely virtual,
When the sunbeams were dancing.
The beauty is sunlight,
That comes beyond the clouds,
The trees that shatter their love,
No matter winter, monsoon or summer around.

I was the lone wolf,
In you, I found my home.
My dream came true,
I wasn’t alone.
I lived in the night,
You gave me the light.
I realized soon, you were my Moon.

It cannot fade abate,
The sound of love that feels around,
That will dwell my eyes till doom arrives,

I fought for you,
But I lost the fight.
Alone again,
I live in the night.
I wander through forests,
With my broken heart.
Cursing my fate,
That made us part.
I will howl for you,
Until the day I die.
You are my Moon.
For you I cry.

Ronoj De
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BBA - B

The beauty is in yourself,
Is the happy soul and beautiful mind.
The beauty about this beauty,
Is my quarantine,
When I am imagining all this,
Sitting home safe
from COVID-19.

Mayank Tyagi
BBA - B
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TIME

Cloud
and
Rain

Combat not with the devil that played you
Else you will become a devil yourself
So, learn to combat with time
For time waits for none
And winning a war with Time means
winning Yourself.

I am a cloud,
Carrying many rain drops,
Many of them fall when thunder strikes,
Only some remain,

To exist is easy, But to live
Where time Has stopped
At a place You’ re
Hurt is Hell.

Even some of them go away.

So, Come out And live with
The flow Of time as

When the storm comes,
Now only handful remains,
With the next downpour even they left me,
None of the familiar drop remain.
But now I am clear to gain,
Only to see them go away
With the next rain.

it can show
What is bright
and what is dark
But it is you, who has to choose on
which side to stay and which side
to leave, For you can either
win with Maeve or fade with time
So, do not lose yourself with time as
it can be as much of a hell as it can be heaven.

Ajinkya Telang
BBA - B
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Kunal Mayna
BBA - C
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Aesthetic

Aesthetic
Dear mother earth,
My legs weak, I’m unable to stand
grey hair, wrinkled face, creased skin,
dozed off in my forty-year-old rocking chair,
I sleep in silence among the sequoias,
And hear the nature speak enchanted woods
concur my dreams.
My feet tender and enthusiastic, I feel the cold
moist mud beneath my feet,
I’m in the middle of woods, the sun breaks in,
it’s bright! it’s a breezy day
The whooshing sounds of the river that breaks
the silence is calling me,
Nature at its rarest form of beauty
I see you mother earth!
Gold crowns crisp leaf-crust, in a prick of a
second autumn stole the throne,
Pastel colours dawning everywhere
First the autumn leaves fall, the animal
gathers to eat the berries.
Oh, mother earth! You are beautiful.
Everything’s blur; I blacked out
I see the same old room, found myself sitting
in the corner by the window,
I look outside the window, I see world full of
delusional people,
I see the lungs of the earth on fire,
Smoke decayed the lungs of the young, a
world full of people wearing masks.

Materialism
I Owned; Did I?
After years of slavery for the body and
brain, I possessed,
I stood still like the Empire State building,
In my room, in my hall, in my yard,
In my million-dollar mansion, on my island.
I speak to myself
“I have earned it, Earned it with my sweat and
blood,
I know how I got all this in my hand”
In the sudden movement when
the trees aired their delicate arms above my head,
birds learned silence, the land split,
huge ocean mouth opens, and I
stood in the center of it, the air was taken from me,
the ocean shushed me.
I was losing my senses,
My breath was ready to leave me,
While air withdrew itself, it spoke to me
“you know nothing, you climbed the
mountain, planting your flag,
Let me tell you, son, you are just a visitor,
You never owned us,
You never found us,
You brought the things, but can&#39;t buy life,
We are life, we were never admired nor respected.

L Prathyusha
BBA - A
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You never found us,
It is the other way around.

Kanishk Mathur
BBA - B
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FACULTYS`

uotes

Meaning itself is problematic.
what if finding or seeking leads
to deceit? Deceit becomes truth
to many. Deceit is like a mirror,
where truth painted black from
one side reflects beauty on the
other side.
Shynu Philip

Let your World bleed
Creativity.

Behaviour is always greater
than knowledge because in
life there are many situations
were knowledge fails but
behaviour can still handle.
Mahesh Kumar T

Briji Jose

The strongest factor for
success
is
self-esteem:
Believing you can do it,
Believing you will do it &
Believing you deserve it.

Performance is
reality

Amala Siby
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Dr. Guru Aradhya

Growth is painful, Change
is painful, but nothing is
as painful as staying stuck
somewhere
you
don’t
belong.
Dr. Alpana Akolkar

“The hardest part about
achieving heights is the
responsibility of keeping up
the heights.”
Akhil Nair
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Students

Thoughts
BBA - А

Salary is the bribery to kill your dreams
Abhay dutt Kaushik

The carousel never stops turning
Prisha Telang

Clairvoyance without premonition
Anjali Nambiar

“In the world’s broad field of battle, in the bivouac
of life, be not dumb driven cattle! Be a hero in the
strife”.
Radhika Randeo

It’s nice to be important but it’s important
to be nice.
Anshika Agarwal
Be happy no matter what the circumstance
is. And Keep growing and glowing. :)
Anushka Chakravarty
Nothing can stop me; I am all the way up!
Aryan Bajaj
Be a Voice, Not an Echo.
Awinash Kumar Reddy Lakku
Dress like you own the bank. Not like you
need a loan from it..
Bhavik Chachan
Create whatever causes a Revolution in
your Heart.
Devanshi Bhardwaj
An investment in knowledge pays the
best interest.
G.S.Sree Sree Abhay Kumar
Procrastination is a thief of time
Jhanvi Mehta
“Go the extra mile, it’s never crowded”.
L Prathyusha
Shoot for the moon and settle for nothing
else.
Malaika Maini
Knowledge is everything
Pradeep Singh
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I learned all about life with a ball on my feet!
Rishabh Dubey
What we do in life, echoes in eternity.
Riya Negi
Use money to make more money and then use that
made money to make more money
Rohan singh
Anything but Predictable.
Saira Sharma
Mallik with 2 Ls please. Nooo, there’s no ‘h’
in my first name
Sanjit Mallik
You miss 100% of the shots you don’t take
Sherwin Fernandes
“A million people can put you down but there is
always one person who will push you forward,
and that’s YOU.”
Shruthi.P
“Your life is limited and has a purpose, which is to
serve and contribute your part to the society.”
Sourav santi saha
“A bull in this bearish world”
Vaibhav Kumar Gupta
If plan A doesn’t work, the alphabet has 25 more
letters - 204 if you’re in Japan.
Ujjawal garg
The smallest good deed is worth more than the
grandest intention.
Vedant Mishra
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Life will always be short, make your success story long
along with it. You never know how many people will
taste its sweetness. Tiny thoughts can turn into big
reality.
Divya Arpita Mohanty

Students

Thoughts
BBA - B

If you work really hard for something and you don’t get
credit, remember that efforts applied never go to vein
rather take another form of credit.
Divyesh sai annavarapu
Choose what suits you the best. Not the veterans
Harsh Shah
There are countless perspectives to look at a situation,
even the centre of a circle has 360 perspective
Kanishk Mathur
A human whose thoughts and words correspond
Karthik Gupta
No matter what you are going through, there is light at
the end of the tunnel.
Khushi Bathla

Worrying does not take tomorrow’s trouble. It takes
today’s peace.
Abhishek Jaiswal
“Always be happy where you stand yourself in your
life”
Anirudh Soni
Be patient and never give up, good things take time
Arpit Verma
Do one thing every day that scares you
Ayush chaubey
In this world full of overrated competition, I hope
you show empathy to it too
Baishali Gurung
Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the
courage to continue that counts
Dhruvi Patel

As you know your thoughts determine the outcome
of your behaviour. If you truly desire inner peace and
relief from the busyness of your day, set your intention
by quietly saying to yourself, I am here to be still, calm,
and clear my head
Khushi Srivastava
The office, season 4, ep 11, 15:07-15:11 :)
Lokamitraa Kalyanee Tokala
“I say more dumb things before 9 AM than most people
do all day”
M Varshith
The earth, environment or these people around us are
not connected through similarities and dissimilarities,
they are connected on stories and these are the stories
we live every day.
Mayank Tyagi

If movies have taught me anything,” now the real fun
starts “.
Nandini Pahwa
“Whatever you believe about yourself andthe world
will change overtime. That’s the only constant”
Pahal Rathor
You deserve what you desire.
Prakhar Agrawal
“To live a creative life, we must lose our fear of being
wrong.”
Ronoj De
I read my poems to the moon, In return I’m blessed
with moonlight.
S. Sai Varshini
Let determination epoxy dreams.
Saaeem Shaikh
Make the little moments count!
Shubham Gusain
“Never Doubt Yourself”
Shubhankar
People say nothing is impossible, but I do nothing
every day.
Baloria Souvik Banik
It is pointless worrying about outcomes you cannot
change. Focus instead on what you can change.
Srishti Rathi
Hope dies when efforts don’t work, that’s when we go
wrong, no matter what never let go off hope that’s the
only thing we have when things don’t work, just hold
on to hope and things will surely be right.
Suruchi Singh
With More than 7 billion people out there only one
trait will set you apart, So never give up
Tanwant Singh Nahar

“Consistency can vanquish the concept of luck”
Namita Pandey
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Students

Thoughts
BBA - C

If you hit a wall, climb over it, crawl under it, or dance
on top of it.”
Achal Agarwal

Flying in the winds, No rope, no strings.
Yes, my thoughts are storms indeed.
Nikita Kothale

“No one is useless in this world who lightens the
burdens of another.”
Aditya Pradhan

“Life is like an ECG...sometime it goes up
and show joy and some time it goes down
and shows the sorrow”
Rabjot Singh

I am going to make everything around me beautiful
by making others smile.
Aniket Singh
“Live for the moments you can’t put into words’
Anshika Sharma
Put your temper to more use cause being broke is a
poor excuse.
Anurag Sharma
“Love, Respect and Loyalty are two-way streets. If I’m
asking for it from you, then you’re getting it from me
for you”
Aviral Singh
Young, Giggly and Broke :)
Deepika Yalamanchili
“Common sense and a sense of humour are the same
thing, moving at different speeds. A sense of humour
is just common sense, dancing.”
Hardik Rawat
You make your choices; your choices make you.
Jyolsna Thankachan
Today’s fiction is tomorrow’s fact
K Giri
“Good or Bad, Our Memories Makes Us Strong”
Krishna Saraf
“What’s the point of skin care when your skin
doesn’t care?”
Manan Anil Raka
Irony is that Mohit means attractive xD
Mohit Ghorawat
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In your life if you have some trouble by worrying you
will make it double, don’t worry be happy
Rakshit Jindal
The secret of my life
(I love who I am - warts and all): ) SOLO
Sakshi Yadumohan Singh
“Let your mind, body and soul be your best attire”
Scott George Do Rosario De Souza Proenca
“Thrive your dream and strive to make it a reality”.
Shejal Tibrewal
I am learning all about life, with a ball at my feet.
Shivang Sahni
Every single day in quarantine is a repetition of
ctrl+c ctrl+V.
Tanya Sohal
“You can’t be sad when you’re holding a cupcake”
Tripti Suri
Trust in faith.
Utkarsh Chauhan
Life is a journey, enjoy the drive
Vaibhav Swami
“I laugh when people try to figure me out, like good
luck I can’t figure me out”
Valerena Clayton
I’m not great at the advice, can I interest you in a
sarcastic comment.
Vennela Juloori
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I am an issue solver and exceptionally orientated towards
creating results. I love to play with numbers, I never dive
into something without calculating the risk, Finance in
Blood, Business in Cognomen, a Natural Scientist, 3 AM
Connoisseur. Editor by heart.
Anubhav Gang

Students

Thoughts
B. COM

Winning doesn’t always mean being first
Anushka Kakkar
Winners don’t make excuses.
Ashwabh Dhawan
“Victory is not always winning the battle...but rising
every time you fall.”
Ayushi chandna
What comes easy won’t last long, and what lasts long
won’t come easy.
Benson Massey
“The secret of business is to know something that nobody
else knows.”
Jyotishman Deka

“Constructive criticism is my cup of tea whether i am the
one sipping or serving”
Aadil Agrawal
Take the risk and bet on yourself
Aayushi sharma
If you can’t convince them, confuse them.
Abhiraj Guwalani
Don’t ruin a good day by thinking about a bad yesterday
Aditya Krishna T.
My imperfections make me learn better.
Ananthalakshmi PR

Don’t be afraid to give up the good to go for the great
Krittika
“Christ University is the feeling of spiritual, wisdom and
guidance. Studying in the University of my dream has
enhanced me with the power of confidence and status”.
Latha Joseph
The more I try to run the more I get chased down. The
more I try to ignore the more evident it gets. Misery might
just be a word for us to ask a soldier who came from war,
is it reality or a dream as the images of war still crumples
his sleep
Manojeet Barla

Keep pushing yourself till you feel you did your best, and
once you pull your hands back, never turn to change
them!
Pretty Rose Sebastian
Never stop believing in your dreams... Have courage to
live the life you want. Work hard accept the challenges
and build your castle ... one by one
Priyadarshini
“The strongest actions for a woman is to love herself, be
herself and shine amongst those who never believed she
could.”
Rangoli rai
“Darkness cannot drive out darkness: only light can do
that” “
Rishabh Sunil Nair
Where’s the glory in repeating what others have done?
- Rick Riordan, The Lightning Thief
Roohi Sharma
No one competes with him, cause he competes with no
one.
Shreeyash Goel
Nothing gives me so much advantage over another as to
remain always cool and unruffled under all circumstances.
Soumya Singh
Aim for the moon. If you miss, you may hit a star
Vadhadiya Harsh
Be who you are and say how you feel, because those who
mind don’t matter, and those that matter don’t mind
Vasudha Chaubey

“When flood comes, the fish eat ants. When water dries,
ants eat fish. Life gives a chance to everyone, just have to
wait for your turn.” - Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
Mayur Tripathi
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INFRASTRUCTURE - CENTRAL BLOCK
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INFRASTRUCTURE - CENTRAL BLOCK
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MANAGEMENT BLOCK
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HOSTEL
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Briji Jose
Coordinator

Aditya
Pradhan
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